
COS 513: Foundations of Probabilistic Modeling

Homework 1 (9/16/15)

Lecturer: Barbara Engelhardt

Read (for 9/21/15): [Cunningham & Ghahramani 2015] (PDF in Piazza).

In class white-board presentation on 9/21/15 and 9/23/15.

What scientific problems interest you? What hypotheses are you interested in studying, modeling, and
testing? What does the data set that you can test your hypotheses on look like?

Your homework assignment this week is to, individually, identify a set of data (ideally open source) and
describe three possible hypotheses or explorations that you believe these data will support. You will be
asked to give a short presentation at the white board describing the data and also the hypotheses and
explorations you are considering.

Examples of Prior Projects

• Imputation of time series medical data using Gaussian process regression

• Exploratory data analysis of tumor images and gene expression data jointly using canonical correlation
analysis

• Inferring latent structure in genotype data using biclustering

• Quantifying cell type heterogeneity in developing mouse brain samples using mixed membership models

Open source data

I include a very immature listing of open source data sets for scientific domains. It may be worthwhile to
identify specific studies that have investigated some of these data sets. PubMed and Google Scholar will help
you to identify papers that have cited each of these databases and repositories (you can find the “reference”
for each resource on their website, and find citations to that reference).

See the course website for a more comprehensive list of links to large open source data sets.

AI and Machine Learning (including vision)

• Kaggle

• UCI Machine Learning Repository

• 20 Newsgroups

• ImageNet
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Genomics resources

• dbGaP : repository for genotype and other genomic data

• Swiss-Prot/UniProt : database of gene transcripts, well annotated with functional information

• Protein Data Bank (PDB): database of tertiary structures of tens of thousands of proteins

• Gene Ontology : ontology represented as a directed acyclic graph of gene function, cellular location,
biological role of many genes

• Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO): gene expression and RNA-sequencing repository

• The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA): gene expression and RNA-seq repository for cancer studies

• Sage Bionetworks Synapse: repository for many different types of genomic study data

• Ensembl : gene transcripts and isoforms, well annotated

• 1000 Genomes/HapMap: 40M SNPs from > 1000 individuals worldwide, well curated and phased

• NHGRI GWAS Catalog : all trait-associated SNPs ever published

• GenBank (NCBI): database of all publicly available annotated genomic sequences

• ENCODE data: repository for thousands of regulatory element assays on many different cell types

• UCSC Genome Browser : visualization for all of these data sets and more

• Many more; see http://www.nature.com/scitable/topicpage/genomic-data-resources-challenges-and-promises-743721
for some possibilities (although this is from 2008), or google other options.


